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A message from our 
Senior Rabbi

Rabbi Jarrod Grover

5 7 8 1

 
 
 
Jewish Life in a Pandemic

 
A few years ago at a rabbinic conference, a speaker introduced me to the  
subject of “image crafting.” She spoke of perfecting the way rabbis are perceived 
on the Internet by working on our presence, our look, and our message.  
Everything people see and read with our names attached contributes to a  
persona that is projected out into the world.

 
While I didn’t pay much attention to the details of her presentation, there’s no 
question that we all naturally want to put our best face forward. In Jewish life 
too, we carefully choose our clothing, adjust our smiles, and behave in a way 
that projects comfort and belonging. Our friends and acquaintances get the 
public version of ourselves, while the private version can appear much different.

 
All of a sudden, as we adjust to life in a pandemic, we get to see each other’s 
private lives in a way that we never have before. At one of our Zoom Havdalah 
services, my 7-year old son started making faces and acting silly in front of the 
camera. A congregant later remarked that that was the part of the service he 
most enjoyed.

 
One of our regular Torah study participants spent the first three weeks of  
social distancing refusing to turn on her camera. (“You don’t want to see me 
first thing in the morning.”) After a while, she reversed course (“We’re all going 
to need a haircut and a colour when this is over anyway”).

 
The irony of social distancing is that in some ways, we are seeing more of each 
other than ever. Our meetings, services, programs, and classes are bursting with 
attendance. Apparently lots of people want to join in when they don’t have to 
change out of their pajamas to do it! Perhaps in the midst of this pandemic, 
something is changing about the way we relate to each other. “Image crafting” 
seems more silly now. There is a yearning for closeness and for the  
strengthening of relationships - REAL relationships where we feel comfortable 
revealing our struggles and our humanity to each other. 

 
Rav Kook talked about Teshuva as the process of returning to yourself – the 
true nature of one’s inner life – return to your soul - to who you are. Shlomo 
Carlebach sang a beautiful song about this. We are called to see ourselves the 
way God sees us on his Zoom camera, behind the layers of superficiality that 
distance us. That is the way we discover our purpose and our unique mission in 
this world.

 
I would like to thank our congregation, and all my Beth Tikvah colleagues for 
their patience, support, and encouragement during these past months. While it 
has been difficult, the positive messages I’ve received from so many of you have 
helped me to manage in this “new normal” and I think we can be proud of all 
that we’ve accomplished together. Whether you are joining us from home or in 
the sanctuary this year, you are still very much a part of this community. You 
are always welcome here and embraced for exactly who you are. We’ve shown 
that to be true now more than ever.

 
On behalf of my family and their sometimes-silly faces, may you be inscribed 
and sealed for a year of healing, goodness, and blessing.

 
Rabbi Jarrod Grover
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A message from our 
Associate Rabbi

Rabbi Louis J. Sachs

5 7 8 1

 
  
As the veil is placed on a bride before the huppah ceremony, we talk about the 
connection to the story of Jacob and his wives. But I also like to share a teaching 
with them that I learned from Rabbi Grover. By covering our eyes, we recognize 
that what we are gathered to celebrate has nothing to do with how nice everyone 
is dressed, how gorgeous the venue is, or how good the food is. Instead, what we 
are celebrating is something much deeper, something that we cannot sense with 
our eyes, or with hands, or in any of the usual ways. We are celebrating the love the 
couple has for each other and the future life they are building together.

 
I’ve been thinking about this a lot lately, things we know exist, because we can 
recognize their effect in the world around us, even though we can’t see them with 
our eyes or touch them with our hands. I always thought the list stayed unchanged; 
there were things we can sense physically and things we can’t. But now I want to 
add community to that list. 
 
A year ago, I would have said that our community exists because I can see it. I  
could see a sanctuary filled on a Shabbat morning, congregants singing and  
celebrating Shabbat. Congregants squished together near their shul-family,  
schmoozing before, during, and after the service.

 
I could see congregants honouring a member of our community when they leave 
this world, the chapel packed with familiar faces when I look behind the rows of 
the grieving family. People comforting mourners, filling their homes during shiva 
sharing stories and memories, coming together to support each other at minyan, 
sharing the experience of saying kaddish for a loved one.  
  

I could see packed programs from lunch and learns and classes, to choir practice. Hospital visits where I had to wait my turn, 
because another congregant beat me there to visit a friend and bring them cheer. 
 
Sadly with Covid things have changed. On Shabbat mornings, I speak to a mostly empty sanctuary. I no longer see people 
gathered together, asking each other about their week, sharing their celebrations and difficulties. I don’t see kids from camp 
Shabbat marching around the room with the Torah, high-fiving congregants they pass. I see people alone in life’s most  
difficult moments, hospital visits and shivah visits no longer possible. Despite this, I don’t think the community has stopped 
existing, rather like Love and like God, it has morphed into something we can’t observe in the usual ways, instead we have to 
sense it by other means.

 
One of my favourite Jewish laws is that we must walk a stranger four amot, or roughly two meters, as they leave our home or 
our city. It is ironic today, as this is the distance we now have to stay apart. Yet, these ideas are still connected. 
Walking somebody four amot is symbolic; it recognizes that we cannot physically be with them for their entire journey, yet 
we are commanded to make sure they know they are not alone. We are commanded to ensure they feel like we are with them 
spiritually, even when we cannot physically be. I know our community still exists, even though I can’t see it in the same ways 
I could a year ago, because I can recognize the impact it makes on those who are a part of it. When I receive emails after 
Shabbos, from congregants telling me how meaningful it was that they could “attend” their shul and listen to their hazzan. 
When a family in mourning tells me about the outpouring of calls and notes they’ve received from the congregation. 
 
When a grandparent tells me that on the phone their grandchild sang a Shabbat song that they learned at Camp Shabbat. 
When a young family tells me they’ve begun doing Havdalah together in their home since they can no longer join with other 
families here at BT on a Saturday night. Or when someone tells me how much they appreciated a holiday meal or treat from 
the shul. 
 
Your clergy and professional staff have been working tirelessly to make sure nobody feels alone right now. But the obligation 
is on us all. The Talmud teaches that if even a single person feels alone, the whole city is guilty. Help us by calling the people 
you would see at shul. Reach out to those who are in mourning, and to those who are ill. Join us in person, or join us virtually 
for prayer, for programs, and for classes. Create your own virtual groups to schmooze in; I’d love to join you for a coffee and a 
schmooze. Let us know if you need help, or if you know someone who does. 
 
We cannot see our community in the same ways we used to, but it still exists. Beth Tikvah is still the same warm and caring 
place that it has always been. It is still there to help bring Judaism into the lives of its members. To help families mark joyous 
celebrations and navigate life’s hardships. To help teach the next generation, and to support those who need help and  
assistance in difficult times. Even when we can’t see it, we have to remember that we are not simply individuals. We are part  
of a community. We are Beth Tikvah. - RLS
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A message from our 
Executive Director

Doris Alter

 
I was recently reading an article from Jweekly.com from Rabbi Stephanie  
Kramer and Rabbi Lisa Kingston, and wanted to share it with you below.  
Shana Tovah!

 
"As Reform rabbis, we recently heard from colleagues around the country that some 
families are considering a temporary break from synagogue life.

 
Families aren’t quite sure where synagogue in general, and Jewish education in  
particular, fit into their lives as we all try to prepare for a year of unprecedented  
realities. This year has become the year of unknowns; distance learning in secular 
schools, hybrid models, canceled sports, virtual extracurriculars. With these concerns 
as a baseline for families, it is simply too difficult to also imagine virtual High  
Holidays, reimagined Jewish education and a Jewish community that doesn’t gather 
together in person.

 
Many rabbis are terrified that we will hear in our own synagogues, “I think we’ll just 
have to take this year off ” … “Can we wait and see what happens in January?” … “I’m 
not sure we can manage anything extra right now.”

 
 

Before anyone in our community considers this response, we hope they will consider a broader picture:
 

Quite simply, if everyone were to have “A Year Without a Synagogue,” would there be synagogues when people are ready to return? 
This is a serious concern. As nonprofit organizations that rely on the support of our members, all synagogues, big and small, are 
concerned about sustainability.

 
Your congregation remains a place of gathering — virtually or in person. We are a community. We hold sacred space. Supporting a 
synagogue is completely different from utilizing a fee-for-service institution. We are not providing after-school care or tap lessons 
or physical fitness. Our value cannot be measured only by programs.

 
It is precisely at this moment that members need to support the most important things in their lives. This is the moment to show up 
in larger numbers than ever before.

 
Synagogues are extensions of our homes where Jewish life is marked and celebrated. Synagogues are the people who show up at 
your door with a meal, the phone calls when you have lost someone you loved, the rabbi who is there to listen.

 
For our children, synagogues are the place where they are nurtured and loved without the pressures of secular school. Synagogues 
are where we grapple with big ideas. They are a place for identity experimentation and self-expression. A place where ethics are 
upheld, and love and kindness prevail. Through our synagogues, the world is healed. Synagogues bring families together to honor 
sacred time. During hard times, they are where we learn to handle challenges and where resilience is built.

 
And, yes, we cannot hide the fact that synagogues cost money to run. Like many small businesses and nonprofits, our doors have 
been closed during Covid-19, but our operations are running. Mortgages, staff and infrastructure all cost money and all are  
necessary to support Jewish life.

 
Without membership dues, tuition from religious schools and donations, we simply would not exist.

 
The attitude of “taking a year off ” implies a diffusion of responsibility. It says it is someone else’s job to support the ongoing  
expenses of synagogues while washing one’s own hands of the obligation. When Rabbi Hillel taught, “Do not separate yourself from 
the community,” he reminded us that each is responsible for our community.

 
Jewish synagogue life is not here to add additional work or stress to one’s life. It is here to be a place that holds emotion, whether 
joyful or disappointing. Yes, it takes commitment. Those commitments come in the form of time, money, energy and emotional 
investment. Ideally, what one gets out of belonging to a synagogue can’t be measured by any standard metric. It can only 
be measured in feelings of love, community, and connection to each other and to the Divine (or to something greater 
than ourselves).

 
Some families still may consider pausing and taking “A Year Without a Synagogue.”

 
But we hope this is not the case. If families do pause, we can hope that when they are ready to return, our synagogues 
will be here, having weathered the harsh realities of the pandemic. In the meantime, synagogues will persevere by  
teaching, praying, grieving, celebrating and hoping. We will continue to be places of thriving Jewish life."  
- August 27, 2020  Jweekly.com
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A message from our 
President

Douglas Millstone

 
I was recently reading an article from Jweekly.com from Rabbi Stephanie  
Kramer and Rabbi Lisa Kingston, and wanted to share it with you below.  
Shana Tovah!

 
"As Reform rabbis, we recently heard from colleagues around the country that some 
families are considering a temporary break from synagogue life.

 
Families aren’t quite sure where synagogue in general, and Jewish education in  
particular, fit into their lives as we all try to prepare for a year of unprecedented  
realities. This year has become the year of unknowns; distance learning in secular 
schools, hybrid models, canceled sports, virtual extracurriculars. With these concerns 
as a baseline for families, it is simply too difficult to also imagine virtual High  
Holidays, reimagined Jewish education and a Jewish community that doesn’t gather 
together in person.

 
Many rabbis are terrified that we will hear in our own synagogues, “I think we’ll just 
have to take this year off ” … “Can we wait and see what happens in January?” … “I’m 
not sure we can manage anything extra right now.”

 

 
I was really hoping that when I took on the presidency that my number one 
agenda item would be to increase the volunteer base at Beth Tikvah. As I look 
back on all of the communications I have had with you there is but one 
reoccurring theme. Whether it was an email or a letter to the congregation, 
messages in Hakol or at Town Hall meetings it was all about the financial 
sustainability of our shul. From the moment we learned that our school tenant 
was leaving to the acceleration of issue resolution brought on by the pandemic, 
it has been at the top of my agenda. What was happening to my goal of  
increasing volunteers? Well, as I look forward to 5781 I have realised that  
something else was going on. It was something even more fundamental than 
the financial issues. It was and is the commitment and support you have for 
your Beth Tikvah. From the moment my letter went out in July of this year 
about the August 12th Town Hall meeting until after that Town Hall itself, there 
has been a truly demonstrative display of that commitment and support. Over 
260 computers tuned into the Town Hall with more watching the video replay. 
In past years we were lucky to have a group of 50 people at our annual  
general meetings; so that this Town Hall was truly remarkable. Following my 
July letter and the Town Hall meeting, almost 50 people have stepped forward 
to volunteer to be part of focus groups or to join the already existing  
committees or groups working on the financial sustainability of Beth Tikvah. 
Wow! I am heartened and energized. People have called to honour their  
membership obligations and some have called to make donations. I sense that 
there is feeling among the membership to commit time and funds to the future 
of Beth Tikvah. I am so looking forward to a productive 5781.  
 
I wish you all a Shana Tova u’Metucah. 
 
- Doug Millstone, President of Beth Tikvah Synagogue

Holiday Service Schedule

D A T E S  A N D  T I M E S

Selihot* 
Saturday, September 12, 2020                                                  
Lecture 8:45pm/Service 10:00pm

Erev Rosh Hashanah*
Sep. 18 @ 6:00 PM

Rosh Hashanah Day I
Morning Sep. 19 @ 9:00 AM

Rosh Hashanah Day II
Morning Sep. 20 @ 9:00 AM

Rosh Hashanah Day II*
Minha/Shofar/Tashlikh*
2 Services available - see page 12
Sep. 20 @ 4:30 PM

Shabbat Shuvah Morning*
Sep. 26 @ 9:00 AM

Kol Nidre
Sep. 27 @ 6:30 PM 

Yom Kippur Morning
Sep. 28 @ 9:00 AM

Yom Kippur Discussion with Annamie Paul
Sep. 28 @ 3:00 PM

Yom Kippur Minha 
Sep. 28 @ 4:30 PM

Yom Kippur Neilah
Sep. 28 @ 6:15 PM

 
Below is a schedule for our High Holiday services this year. All members in good standing will receive live 
streaming links prior to the event. Unless you have been contacted by the office, please do not come to the 
shul - you will not be allowed to enter. Services marked with an asterisk (*), however, are open for in-person 
attendance by advance registration by visiting our website.

 
Before anyone in our community considers this response, we hope they will consider a broader picture:

 
Quite simply, if everyone were to have “A Year Without a Synagogue,” would there be synagogues when people are ready to return? 
This is a serious concern. As nonprofit organizations that rely on the support of our members, all synagogues, big and small, are 
concerned about sustainability.

 
Your congregation remains a place of gathering — virtually or in person. We are a community. We hold sacred space. Supporting a 
synagogue is completely different from utilizing a fee-for-service institution. We are not providing after-school care or tap lessons 
or physical fitness. Our value cannot be measured only by programs.

 
It is precisely at this moment that members need to support the most important things in their lives. This is the moment to show up 
in larger numbers than ever before.

 
Synagogues are extensions of our homes where Jewish life is marked and celebrated. Synagogues are the people who show up at 
your door with a meal, the phone calls when you have lost someone you loved, the rabbi who is there to listen.

 
For our children, synagogues are the place where they are nurtured and loved without the pressures of secular school. Synagogues 
are where we grapple with big ideas. They are a place for identity experimentation and self-expression. A place where ethics are 
upheld, and love and kindness prevail. Through our synagogues, the world is healed. Synagogues bring families together to honor 
sacred time. During hard times, they are where we learn to handle challenges and where resilience is built.

 
And, yes, we cannot hide the fact that synagogues cost money to run. Like many small businesses and nonprofits, our doors have 
been closed during Covid-19, but our operations are running. Mortgages, staff and infrastructure all cost money and all are  
necessary to support Jewish life.

 
Without membership dues, tuition from religious schools and donations, we simply would not exist.

 
The attitude of “taking a year off ” implies a diffusion of responsibility. It says it is someone else’s job to support the ongoing  
expenses of synagogues while washing one’s own hands of the obligation. When Rabbi Hillel taught, “Do not separate yourself from 
the community,” he reminded us that each is responsible for our community.

 
Jewish synagogue life is not here to add additional work or stress to one’s life. It is here to be a place that holds emotion, whether 
joyful or disappointing. Yes, it takes commitment. Those commitments come in the form of time, money, energy and emotional 
investment. Ideally, what one gets out of belonging to a synagogue can’t be measured by any standard metric. It can only 
be measured in feelings of love, community, and connection to each other and to the Divine (or to something greater 
than ourselves).

 
Some families still may consider pausing and taking “A Year Without a Synagogue.”

 
But we hope this is not the case. If families do pause, we can hope that when they are ready to return, our synagogues 
will be here, having weathered the harsh realities of the pandemic. In the meantime, synagogues will persevere by  
teaching, praying, grieving, celebrating and hoping. We will continue to be places of thriving Jewish life."  
- August 27, 2020  Jweekly.com
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This year at Beth Tikvah, our Youth & Young Family High Holiday programming is better than ever!
We are happy to announce that we will have 3 different ways of participating during the Holidays:
On Zoom, through pre-recorded programming, and an in-person parking lot Shofar service!

If you have any questions, please email Ellie at ellie@bethtikvahtoronto.org

The following is the complete YYF schedule for the High Holidays:

Sunday, September 13
• Baking with Apples & Honey Cooking Class: Live on Zoom @ 3:30 pm

Available on Friday, September 18, on our website
• Special Youth Videos for Young Congregants 
   (featuring Rabbi Louis, Tibi, Ellie, and Magic with Ben & Jonah)
  Videos available for youth in grades 1-4, and 5-8
• A Guide to Tashlikh with Ellie

Saturday, September 19
• Rosh Hashanah Day 1 Young Family Service: 
   Available @ 9:00 am on our website
• Celebrate Rosh Hashanah with Rabbi Louis and Ellie: 
   Live on Zoom @ 11 am

Sunday, September 20
• Rosh Hashanah Day 2 Young Family Service: 
   Available @ 9:00 am on our website
• Celebrate Rosh Hashanah with Rabbi Louis and Ellie: 
   Live on Zoom @ 11 am

Sunday, September 27
• Young Family Parking Lot Shofar Service: Live in-person @ 10 am – RSVP required

Monday, September 28
• Yom Kippur Young Family Service:
   Available @ 9:00 am on our website
• Yom Kippur with Rabbi Louis and Ellie: Live on Zoom @ 11 am

For more information on any of the programming listed above, please visit our website or 
call the office at 416-221-3433.

Programming on Zoom

Programming on YouTube

Programming in-person

LEGEND:

Ellie & Avee filming the Holiday services
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D O I N G  H E S E D

BT  
Connects

 
MOTHER HUBBARD’S CUPBOARD

 
Located in the hallway next to  
the Coat Check.

 
Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard will remain  
empty for the duration of the pandemic. We 
hope that soon you will be able to stock it again 
with new, unused toiletries. Old glasses  
welcome too.

 
The Pride of Israel Kosher Food Bank is  
temporarily closed due to Covid-19 so there will 
not be a Ruth Goldberg Beth Tikvah Kosher Food 
Drive this Fall.

 
We are looking forward to the spring when  
hopefully we will have our regular drive.

 
Please Note: Beth Tikvah is also collecting school supplies at the same time as the food drive, 

with proceeds being donated to Na'amat Canada.
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The following is the full schedule for Sukkot, Shemini Atzeret and Simhat Torah for this year at 
Beth Tikvah Synagogue. To register to attend a program or service at Beth Tikvah, please visit our 
website, or call the office at 416-221-3433. 

Friday, October 2
Minha/Ma'ariv minyan in the sanctuary at 6PM, followed by kiddush and hamotzi in the sukkah.  
Register to attend in person, or join us on livestream. 
 
Saturday, October 3 - Sukkot Day I
9AM Service in the sanctuary - Register to attend in person, or join us on livestream.

Sunday, October 4 - Sukkot Day II
9AM Service in the sanctuary - Register to attend in person, or join us on livestream.

Sunday, October 4 - Sukkot Day II
4:30 PM Youth & Young Families Sukkah Party! - RSVP required.

Monday October 5 - Friday October 9
Hol Hamoed weekday services will be on Zoom only, except for Thursday morning, October 8th, when we also 
invite you to register and join us in-person in the sanctuary. Morning services at 8:30AM and evening services at 
7:30PM.

Tuesday, October 6
Rabbi Grover Class "Parsha and Pizza in the Hut" in the sukkah at 6 PM - RSVP required.

Friday, October 9 - There will be no evening service for Erev Shemini Atzeret.

Saturday, October 10 - Shemini Atzeret (Yizkor)
9AM Service in the sanctuary - Register to attend in person, or join us on livestream.
6:20PM Minha and Erev Simhat Torah service in the sanctuary  
- Register to attend in person, or join us on livestream.
 
Sunday, October 11- Simhat Torah - Register Online!
9AM Service in the sanctuary - Register to attend in person, or join us on livestream.
 
**Due to COVID restrictions, there will be no dancing, communal singing, or collective aliyot,  
   at this year's Simhat Torah services. 

5 7 8 1

Join us for:

SUKKOT AND SIMHAT TORAH

Don’t forget to order your Lulav & Etrog by Friday, September 25. 
Order online at www.bethtikvahtoronto.org or call/visit the BT Office! 

Note: we will not have any Lulav & Etrog available this year for communal use.  
Please purchase your own if you wish to partake in the mitzvah.
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BETH TIKVAH SYNAGOGUE
LUNCH & LEARN FALL 2020

 
416-221-3433  

www.bethtikvahtoronto.org

THIS SERIES HAS BEEN  
GENEROUSLY SPONSORED BY 

HELEN STOLLAR

Price:
5 Pack: $30 
 
3 Pack: $18

A new lunch & learn series 
of 5 sessions will begin in 
October! 
 
Eat your lunch in a private 
virtual room with friends, 
and then re-join the full 
group at 12:30 PM for an 
hour lecture! Advanced 
RSVP required.

 
THIS PRICE INCLUDES  

LUNCH & LEARN ON DEMAND: 
WATCH EACH LECTURE AT 

YOUR OWN LEISURE!
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Jewish Figures in Sports

On Thursday, August 20, Beth Tikvah  
Synagogue virtually hosted award- 
winning author, Nathan Englander, who 
spoke with Rabbi Sachs about his book 
kaddish.com

A multi-part series over the course of the 
summer, Beth Tikvah hosted  
major Jewish names in the baseball world. 
Speakers included Charles & Stephen 
Bronfman, Mike Wilner, and Dan & Ben 
Shulman. 

Nathan Englander: Guilt,  
Memory and the Beta-God

of our programming during the Pandemic! 
(all previous recordings available online)

On Wednesday, July 29, Beth Tikvah  
Synagogue virtually hosted Professor Shy 
Arkin from the department of Biological 
Chemistry from Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem to speak about Covid-19.

Covid-19 and the Future of  
Immunotherapy

If you haven't registered yet 
for our last Jewish Figures 
in Sports evening, featuring 
Paul Godfrey on September 
16, please do so by visiting our 
website.
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A multi-part series over the course of the 
summer, Beth Tikvah hosted  
major Jewish names in the baseball world. 
Speakers included Charles & Stephen 
Bronfman, Mike Wilner, and Dan & Ben 
Shulman. 
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Beth 
Tikvah

Zoom here, zoom there, zoom everywhere. Beth Tikvah Women have been enjoying zoom (virtual) programs for 
the past 6 months. Join us in the Fall for new, exciting programs: 

• An evening in October with Nina Segalowitz, a woman who grew up in the 60's and was part of the Sixties 
Scoop. 

• A presentation with Rivka Campbell who will talk about growing up Jewish and Black.
 
• A pre-Hanukkah cooking demonstration with our very own BT member, Marsha Rosen. Join us for these 
programs and many more. 

B'yahad- together Beth Tikvah Women will continue from generation to generation. Hag Sameah. A happy and 
healthy new year to you from Beth Tikvah Women.

Adele Weinstein, President Beth Tikvah Women - Canadian Liaison for WLCJ

Join Bracha Feder for her remaining classes on 
"Reflections on the Themes of Individual Renewal and 
Relationship Building: Insights from Philosophers, 
Poets, and Songwriters".

Thursday, September 17 at 1 PM
Avraham Yehoshua Heschel and Joni Mitchell.

Thursday, September 24 at 1 PM
Rabbi Dalia Marx, Shaul Tchernichovsky,  Rachel,  
and Naomi Shemer.

Both classes are available on Zoom, free of charge! 
 
For Zoom coordinates, please refer to our daily email.
 

Mitzvah Knitters are a dedicated group of volunteers of 
all ages, who knit for charity. To date we have donated 
thousands of lap blankets, scarves, hats, baby blankets 
and chemo caps to hospitals and shelters in the GTA. 
While continuing to supply these important items we 
have recently partnered with Mask-mate ear savers of 
Canada to provide these knitted strips with 2 buttons 
each that are used to relieve ear strain for those needing 
to wear masks all day long. Our group has knitted and 
distributed over 7,000 of these ear savers to front line 
workers, senior homes, doctor and dentist offices and 
schools. 

Mitzvah Knitters needs your support. We are looking 
for volunteers to knit and money to buy yarn to continue 
our important work. Donations can be made to Beth 
Tikvah Women and earmarked for Mitzvah Knitters. 
For more information please call Renee Birnbaum at 
416-505-6456.
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According to Wikipedia, “The Sixties Scoop refers to a practice that     
occurred in Canada of taking, or "scooping up," Indigenous children 
from their families and communities for placement in foster homes or       
adoption. Despite the reference to one decade, the Sixties Scoop     
began in the late 1950s and persisted into the 1980s. It is estimated 
that a total of 20,000 aboriginal children were taken from their families 
and fostered or adopted out to primarily white middle-class families as 
part of the   Sixties Scoop. “https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sixties_Scoop  

Nina Segalowitz, born Anne-Marie Thrasher in Fort Smith, Northwest Territories, Canada 
was one of those children. She was raised by a white Jewish father and a Filipino mother in 
Montreal. In 2010 Nina told the Guardian: “My adoptive father comes from a Polish Jewish 
family and that's why I have a surname like Segalowitz. My adoptive mother is from the 
Philippines. I grew up learning Hebrew at the synagogue and Tagalog at the Catholic 
church my Filipino relatives went to. Visiting the Jewish quarter of Montreal, Outremont, 
where I grew up, brings back so many memories of cycling in the park, coming back from 
cello lessons and stopping by at the corner Jewish bakery with my adoptive father to buy 
hallah bread. I love hallah bread. I even learnt how to make it.”  
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/aug/30/indigenous-peoples-women  
 

Nina graduated from Concordia University with a Bachelor’s Degree in Applied Human  
Sciences, a DEP in Accounting and a DEP in Social Work. She sits on the Boards of       
Directors for the Native Friendship Centre of Montreal, the Legacy of Hope Foundation and 
the National Indigenous Survivors of Child Welfare Network. She is a proud mother of 
three. 
 

Nina has dedicated her career to working with the Indigenous community, especially with 
victims of violence, and is currently a cultural consultant for the Canadian Armed Forces, 
the Montreal Police Force, and Universities and schools. 
 

Nina is a multi-talented artist. She is an accomplished throat singer, drummer and cellist. 
Nina has performed all over the world including a performance with musician Bobby  
McFerrin. 

Zoom information will be provided when you RSVP 
To RSVP contact Adele Weinstein at adelew@rogers.com  

The International Northeast Region 
of 

Women’s League for Conservative Judaism 
Presents  

 

An Evening with Nina Segalowitz 
 

Tuesday October 20, 2020 at 7:00 pm 
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High Holy Days Greetings from the Presidents of GTA Conservative Synagogues

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Presidents of the Greater Toronto Area Conservative synagogues noted 
below have been meeting by Zoom on a weekly basis to discuss concerns, share ideas and brainstorm solutions. We’ve talked 
about the challenges of managing our shuls, large and small, through this crisis and the impact on our day-to-day operations. 
And we’ve discussed how we’ve responded with online services and programs, our respective plans for the High Holy Days, and 
much more.

Most of us did not know one another before we began our weekly calls, which we all look forward to and which we hope will 
continue in the future. We have all thoroughly enjoyed the experience and have developed a profound respect for one another 
and for the outstanding work of our Clergy, our Executive Directors and staff, our lay leadership and our volunteers.
Most of all, we have developed, through regular communications, a deeper appreciation of the remarkable power of community.

All synagogues, regardless of denomination, offer a vital service, particularly during a crisis, and we are all here to support 
our Members and our communities in times of joy and in times of sorrow. We thank you, our respective Members, for your 
commitment, support and contributions in helping to sustain a vibrant and relevant Jewish community through your synagogue 
affiliation. As we approach a High Holy Day season unlike anything that many of us have ever experienced, we extend our best 
wishes to you, your families and loved ones for a safe, healthy and happy New Year.

David Urbach, Adath Israel Congregation, Larry Miller, Beit Rayim Synagogue and School, 
Andy Pascoe, Beth David B’nai Israel Beth Am, Malcolm Weinstein, Beth Emeth Bais Yehuda Synagogue,
Mark Vernon, Beth Radom Congregation, Abe Glowinsky, Beth Sholom Synagogue,
Doug Millstone, Beth Tikvah Synagogue, David Lewis, Beth Torah Congregation,
Debbie Rothstein, Beth Tzedec Congregation, Jeff Shabes, Lodzer Centre Congregation,
Steve Bloom, Pride of Israel Synagogue.
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BAR & BAT MITZVAHS
 

Jennifer Saltzman-Benaiah and Ian Benaiah  
on the Bar Mitzvah of Andrew Benaiah. 
Grandparents are Shelah & Albert Saltzman,  
and Rahele & Aaron Benaiah

 
Sari and Evan Shear on the Bat Mitzvah of 
Casey Shear. Grandparents are Gail and  
Norman Gardner & Jery & Eleanor Shear.

 
Andrew Stern & Bernice Mitelman-Stern on 
the Bar Mitzvah of Liam Stern. Grandparents 
are Irene & Les Mitelman & Judy Bernstein.

 
Mel and Randy Gordon on the Bat Mitzvah 
of Shayna Gordon. Grandparents are Alfred 
Gordon & Benjamin Silvio.

 
Stephanie Bick on the Bar Mitzvah of Ethan 
Bick. Grandfather is Jack Bick.

 
Sheldon Caplin & Felice Lackman on the 
B'nei Mitzvah of Nathan Lackman-Caplin 
and Madeleine Lackman-Caplin.  
Grandparents are Sheila & Phillip Lackman 
and Marilyn & Stanley Caplin.  
Great-Grandmother is Ellen Steinhart.

 
Carol and Jeff Levy on the Bar Mitzvah of  
Jordan Zak. Grandparents are Luba & Sam 
Baruch.

 
Sandra & Michael Rouhi on the B'nei  
Mitzvah of Skylar & Cameron Rouhi.  
Grandparents are Helen & Harry Rouhi and 
Eve & Abe Farber. Great-Grandmother is 
Oma More.

 
Robyn & Michael Kay on the Bar Mitzvah of 
Avery Kay. Grandmother is Sandra Barwin.

 
Ben & Sari Goldstein on the Bar Mitzvah of 
Dylan Goldstein. Grandparents are Lillian & 
Joel Cornfield and Miriam & Irwin Goldstein.

 
Bonnie Burke and Stephen Rosenhek on the 
Bar Mitzvah of Jackson Rosenhek.  
Grandmother is Doris Rosenhek.

 
Natalie Pancer and Mitchell Rose on the  
Bar Mitzvah of Rubin Rose. Grandparents are 
Clara Rose and Lynda & Jeffrey Pancer. 
 
Jill & Stephen Bernstein on the Bar Mitzvah 
of Jonah Bernstein. Grandparents are  
Michael & Susan Bernstein, and Marsha & 
Richard Rayman. 

 
Alissa Davis on the Bar Mitzvah of Liam  
Davis. Grandparents are  Gail & Aki  
Chencinski & Sandi & Herb Davis.

 
Stacey & Phil Taube on the Bar Mitzvah of 
Jordan Taube. Grandparents are Gail & Aki 
Chencinski and  Rose & Allan Taube.

 
Nurit & Uriel Trahtemberg on the Bar  
Mitzvah of Elior Trahtemberg. 

WEDDING CELEBRATIONS 
 
David Nitkin & Etta Kaner on their 50th  
Wedding Anniversary.

 
Meira Snitman and Nathaniel Belmont on 
their wedding. Parents are Heather  
Rinzler Snitman, Aryeh Snitman, and  
Sharon & Brian Belmont. Grandparents  
are Ruby Rinzler, Blossom & Joel Snitman, 
Clara & Emmanuel Mammon and  
Sol Belmont.

 
Samantha Cooper and Jordan Freedman on 
their engagement. Parents are Alan  
Freedman and Lori & Danny Cooper. 
Grandparents are Elaine Sone, Allan Cooper 
and Bonnie and Mel Shear. 

 (Listings are by date occurence)

BIRTH ANNOUCEMENTS 
 
Jonathan Mackenzie and Adrienne Shnier 
on the birth of their daughter, Ariella Lily 
Shnier-Mackenzie. Grandparents are  
Rhonda and Don Mackenzie and Bev Isaac 
and Jeff Shnier. 
 
Devon & Robert McCleave on the birth of 
their son, Connor McCleave. Grandparents 
are Anne & Michael McCleave and Kim & 
Peter Scaiff. 
 
Arielle and Shane Sadinsky on the birth of 
their son. Grandparents are Linda and  
Leonard Sadinsky. 
 
Caroline & Jamie Mandlsohn on the Naming 
of their daughter, Emily Mandlsohn. 
Grandparents are Linda and Jeff Mandlsohn  
and Dianne & Robert Westoby.

 
Clara & Richard Levick, on the Naming of 
their daughter, Chloe Levick. Grandparents 
are Cheryl & Michael Levick & Lilianne & 
Aby Schneider. Great grandmother is  
Riva Levick.

 
If you have a lifecycle  

celebration you would like to share, 
please contact the office at:  

 
adminoffice@bethtikvahtoronto.org  

or call 416-221-3433. 

Mazal Tov to
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We extend condolences  
to the following:

 
The family of Norene Gilletz z"l.

 
David Steidman, and Herman & Vivian 
Miller on the passing of their wife,  
sister and sister-in-law, Eleanor  
Steidman z"l.

 
Sherry & Elliott Ocopnick on the pas-
sing of their mother & mother-in-law, 
Hannah Katz z"l.

 
Louis & Shirley Greenbaum and Garry 
& Shirley Greenbaum on the passing 
of their father & father-in-law, Morris 
Greenbaum z"l.

 
Jeanie Brewda and Joseph and Beryl 
Brewda on the passing of their  
husband, brother and brother-in-law, 
William Brewda z"l. 
 
Andre Belaiche on the passing of his 
wife, Arlette Belaiche z"l.

 
Eva Blitz and Jennifer & Amanda Blitz 
on the passing of their mother and 
grandmother, Madeleine  
Fleischmann z"l.

 
Helene Jacobs & Bruce Rosebrugh on 
the passing of their mother, and  
mother-in-law, Leah Jacobs z"l.

 
Aki & Gail Chencinski on the passing 
of their sister and sister-in-law, Hanita 
Chencinski z"l.

 
Norma Gelade on the passing of her 
husband, Brian Gelade z"l.

 
Victor Zuck, Elaine Zuck and Bernard 
Mailach and Susan and Steven Garellak 
on the passing of their wife, mother and 
mother-in-law, Rose Zuck z"l.

 
Anita and Dr. Meyer Balter on the  
passing of their father and father-in-
-law, Hermann Gruenwald z"l.

 
The family of our member, Frances 
Lieberman z"l.

 
Dan Kaminsky and Jennifer Blitz on the 
passing of their father and father-in-
-law, Gerry Kaminsky z"l.

 
The family of our member, Marvin 
Blackstien z"l.

 
Rosalind Schwartz on the passing of her 
husband, Joe Schwartz z"l.

 
Toby and Marvin Maskowitz on the  
passing of their brother and brother-in-
-law, Michael Fromowitz z"l.

 (Listings are by date occurence)

 
Rhonda and David Newman on the 
passing of their brother and brother-in-
-law, Norman Diamond z"l.

 
Barbara and Ossy Goldenberg on the 
passing of their mother and mother-in-
-law, Judy Klerer z"l.

 
Toby Kolnick, on the passing of her 
husband, Jack Kolnick z"l.

 
Rita Karp on the passing of her sister-
-in-law, Evelyn Lent z"l.

 
Shelley and David Martin on the  
passing of their mother and mother-in-
-law, Eileen Lewis z"l.

 
Shirley Bar-el, on the passing of her 
husband, Avihu Bar-el z"l.

 
Tammy Lindover and Jamie Tepper on 
the passing of their mother and  
mother-in-law, Roseann Rosenberg z"l.

 
Gail and Allan Sandler on the passing 
of their mother and mother-in-law, 
Ann Jessel z"l.

 
The family of our member,  
Kay Davis z"l.

 
Steven and Rodeen Stein, on the  
passing of their mother and mother-in-
-law, Anne Stein z"l.

 
Debra and Jake Tebbi, on the passing of 
their mother and mother-in-law, Sonia 
Juliette Isaacs z"l.

 
Anita Wein, on the passing of her  
husband, Edward Wein z"l.

 
Rita Karp, on the passing of her  
husband, Kenneth Karp z"l.

 
Orli and Maayan, Maaor and Talia Ziv, 
on the passing of their husband, and 
father, Joshua Ziv z"l.

 
Heather and Gary Feldman, on the 
passing of their brother and brother-in-
-law, Howard Lerner z"l.

 
The family of our member, Judy 
Finkelstein z"l.

 
Marvin and Helene Obar on the passing 
of their sister and sister in law, Eleanor 
Rinne z"l. 
 
Fagel Mitgang, on the passing of her 
sister, Miriam (Mim) Dancoff (nee  
Bucovetsky) z"l. 
 
Cory and Karen Freed on the passing of 
their mother and mother-in-law,  
Rosalyn Rosenthal z"l.

 
Frances Caine and Adele and Stephen 
Weinstein on the passing of their  
husband, father and father-in-law,  
Sy Caine z"l.

 
Alisa and Michael Feldbloom on the 
passing of their brother and brother-in-
-law, Michael Boxer z"l.

 
Marsha Raubvogel and Ori and Renee 
Raubvogel on the passing of their  
husband, father and father-in-law,  
Alexander Raubvogel z"l. 
 
Marvin Blackstein on the passing of his 
wife, Esther Litz z"l.

 
Philip and Sharon Katz on the passing 
of their mother and mother-in-law, 
Freda Katz z"l. 
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Beth Tikvah gratefully acknowledges the following 
contributions:
Adult Education Programs
Arlene & John Anthony
Marlene Axmith
Barbara Barak
Orly and Mark Berish
Freda and Allan Brender
Mona & Leo Brown
Fran Caine
Helen Daniels
Anne Dublin
Shae Eckler
Shelley & Michael Ellenzweig
Julia & Rick Firth
Charna Foxman
Merle & Stephen Goldman
Anita Goren
Shirley & Lou Greenbaum
Christina Gulesserian
Shirley Anne & Harvey Haber
Carol Jacobson
Miriam & Arthur Kertzman
Harriet & Eddie Rice
Lauryl & David Sandler
Linda & Cecil Schwartz
Anita Shore
Ellie & Arnold Shulman
Rosalyn & Jack Steiner
Joan & Howard Stevens
Arlene & Allan Sylver
Tammy Lindover and Jamie Tepper
Lynda White

 Beth Tikvah General Fund  
 Carol Foster
 Rona Armel
 Charles Blum
 Allan Brender & 
 Freda Gottesman-Brender
 Mona & Leo Brown
 Fran Caine
 Rosalie & Sam Chaim
 Celia Cohen
 Lillian & Joel Cornfield
 Brenda & Gary Crangle
 Irwin Davis
 Brenda & Barry Edelstein
 Marsha Feldberg
 Reah Feldman
 Jan Fisher
 Carol Foster
 Finkler-Friedland Family Foundation
 Linda & Gerald Garshon
 Helen & Marvin Goldberg
 Francis Griesman
 Shirley Anne & Harvey Haber
 Carol & Harvey Hacker
 Sheila & Harvey Hecker 
 Family Foundation
 Beverley & Sam Holtzman
 Raizie Jacobson
 Joyce Monson
 Reene & Marvin Katz
 Rosanne & Perry Kilot
 Clara & Richard Levick
 Renee & Jeff Levine
 Halina Levitt
 Adria Mandel
 Sylvia & Jeffrey Mendelsohn
 Pamela Minden
 Shani & Robert Mintzberg
 Steven Mlotek
 Veronica & Bernardo Omas-as
 Jennifer Omas-as
 Lama Padma
 Joy Pass
 Brenda & Melvin Perlmutter
 Marlee Petroff
 Gloria Pinkus
 

Cohen Family Hiddur Mitzvah Fund
Marilyn & Robert Cohen
Vivan Laiwint
Anna & Louis VanDelman
Gloria Pinkus

Feldgaier Shapiro Endowment Fund
Robert Feldgaier

Nathan and Cookie Kaiman 
Endowment Fund
Janice & Paul Feldman
Jodi & Moishe Gottesman

Leona Feder Memorial Fund
Jill Kamin
 
Minuk Memorial Fund
Faye Minuk

Moss Family Memorial Fund
Jeanne & Keith Foot

Musical Heritage Fund
Shelly Altman
Arlene & John Anthony
Rona Armel
Marlene Axmith
Marcia Baum
Joy Bernstein
Jack Bick
Rosalyn Biranbaum
Sheila & Abraham Birenbaum
Carolyn & Michael Bowman
Hayley & Ian Braverman
Marilyn & William Braverman
Allan Brender & 
Freda Gottesman-Brender
Mona & Leo Brown
Maya & David Burkes
Fran Caplan
Reah & Phil Cohen
Marilyn & Robert Cohen
Helen Daniels
Sharon Dyment
Shae Eckler
Hilary & Daniel Edwards
Rosalind &David Feinstein
Marsha Feldberg
Robert Feldgaier
Carol Foster
Linda & Gerald Garshon
Cheryl & Gabe Gewurtz
Helen & Marvin Goldberg
Pauline Goldberg
Merle & Stephen Goldman
Deborah Gollom
Sarah & Norman Grill
Shirley Anne & Harvey Haber
Marilyn Herman
Lylian & Martin Hoffman
Beverley & Sam Holtzman
Louisa Hostick
Raizie Jacobson
Howard Kligman
Ruby & Simon Kreindler
Sarah & Gordon Laiken
Myrna &Edward Levy
Sylvia & Harry Lieberman
Ina & Stanley Lofsky
Marilyn & Bruce Long
Nancy & Gerald Machtinger
Doreen Manly
Jodi Margolis
Marion & Shlomo Mayman
Anne & Michael McCleave

 Bonnie Pollock
 Sharon & Lorne Pollock
 Rita Ralston
 Coreen Robinson
 Karen & Michael Rodney
 Jenny & Miguel Roger
 Marsha & Fred Rosen
 Bonnie & Steven Rosenhek
 Alice & Norman Roth
 Cherry Rubin
 Shelah & Albert Saltzman
 Honey & Stanley Saltzman
 Trudy & Claude Sassoon
 Sasha & David Schaeffer
 Harold Shapiro
 Janet Sherman
 Ellie & Arnold Shulman
 Rodeen & Steven Stein
 Rosalyn & Jack Steiner
 Joan & Howard Stevens
 Miras & Robert Tanner
 Gail Teperman
 Marsha &Jack Urowitz
 Reva & Mark Waldman
 Rhoda & Clifford Waxman
 Sally Ann & Aaron Wolkoff
 Cynthia & Michael Wyman
 Miriam Wyman
 Toby & Gerald Zarnett

 BT Connects (Doing Hesed) Fund
 Debby & Stan Solomon
 Marla Allentoff
 Doris Alter
 Allan Brender & 
 Freda Gottesman-Brender  
 Rosalie & Sam Chaim
 Helen Daniels
 Doreen Diner
 Sarah & Mark Fishman
 Gayle & Jeffrey Jackson
 Jill Kamin
 Sharon Leuchter
 Veronica & Bernardo Omas-as
 Sasha & David Schaeffer
 Geraldine & Kenneth Stewart

 Beth Tikvah Women
 Helen Daniels
 Rivy Blass
 Allan Brender & 
 Freda Gottesman-Brender
 Frances Caine
 Sheldon Caplin & Felice Lackman
 Helen Daniels
 Shae Eckler
 Carol Foster
 Raizie Jacobson
 Gayle & Stephen Kertzman
 Sarah & Gordon Laiken
 Cherry Rubin
 Arlene & Allan Sylver
 Rochelle Thompson
 Adele & Stephen Weinstein
  
 Cantor’s Fund
 Rose & Andrew Braude
 Lorraine Dicker
 Marilyn Mudrik
 Veronica & Bernardo Omas-as
 Harold Shapiro
 Sue Ellen Torok
 Cynthia & Michael Wyman
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 Halina Levitt
 Myrna & Edward Levy
 Rhonda & Mitchell Lipton
 Doreen Manly
 Dafna & Simon Melzer
 Honey & Meier Miller
 Linda Chodos & Doug Millstone
 Fagel Mitgang
 Marilyn Mudrik
 Alisa Naiman
 Freda & Joseph Naiman
 Veronica & Bernardo Omas-as
 Paradise Homes Corp
 Elisheva Paton
 Brenda & Melvin Perlmutter
 Florence & Larry Persyko
 Marlee Petroff
 Gloria Pinkus
 Barbara & Barbara Prince
 Annette Rapoport
 Lynne & Peter Raxlen
 Susan & Alan Roadburg
 Marsha & Fred Rosen
 Deborah & David Rosenbaum
 Riva & Herb Rosenfeld
 Susan & Mervyn Rosenstein
 Andrea & Robert Rosenthal
 Mira & Jack Rotsztain
 Linda & Leonard Sadinsky
 Zelda & Leon Safer
 Nurith Safir
 Susan Sager
 Shelah & Albert Saltzman
 Miriam Sapiro
 Marilyn & Brian Saxe
 Alexandra & Jordon Schaeffer
 Sasha & David Schaeffer
 Beverly & Fred Schaeffer
 Mark Friedman &  Joshua Scheinert
 Linda & Cecil Schwartz
 Anette & Arthur Segal
 Jeffrey Shinehoft
 Ellie & Arnold Shulman
 Blossom & Joel Snitman
 Julia & Marvin Spritzer
 Lawrence Steinberg
 Susan & Wilfred Steinberg
 Beth & Barry Stern
 Simone & Norman Stern
 Joan & Howard Stevens
 Helen Stollar
 Marcia & David Sugar
 Sorena Swartz
 Sue Ellen Torok
 Toronto North Dental 
 Hygients Society
 Laura & Boris Tsinman
 Anna & Louis VanDelman
 Rhoda & Clifford Waxman
 Pamela Webber
 Adele & Stephen Weinstein
 Marilyn & Eddie Weisz
 Judith Wineberg
 Sheila Wolf
 Sally Ann & Aaron Wolkoff
 Sara Wunch Glick
 Cynthia & Michael Wyman
 Joanne &Roy Wyman
 Anita Zelcer
 Victor Zuck

 Rabbi Sachs’ Discretionary Fund
 Shirley Bar-el
 Rona Armel
 Linda & Stephen Bernofsky
 Jill & Steven Bernstein
 Bertha Gold
 Raizie Jacobson
 Toby Kolnick
 Doreen Manly
 Marla Noble
 Veronica & Bernardo Omas-as
 Brenda & Melvin Perlmutter
 Marsha & Fred Rosen
 Sue Ellen Torok
 Judith Wineberg
 Cynthia & Michael Wyman

  

Fagel Mitgang
Frank Myer
Sheila Ocopnick
Susan Oliver
Brenda & Melvin Perlmutter
Florence & Larry Persyko
Gloria Pinkus
Evelyn Polisuk
Annette Rapoport
Marjorie Rasky
Carolyn & Howard Rose
Marsha & Fred Rosen
Myrna Ross
Claudia Rotenberg
Alice & Norman Roth
Shelley & Norman Rothberg
Cherry Rubin
Shelah & Albert Saltzman
Miriam Sapiro
Trudy & Claude Sassoon
Sasha & David Schaeffer
Arlene Schecter
Ian Schlifer
Stephen Segal
Annette & Arthur Sherman
Harold Shapiro
Amy & Paul Sheldon
Ryan Shoychet & 
Caren Ludwig Shoychet 
Deborah Shulman
Ellen & Michael Siegel
Ruth Simon
Louise Singer
Blossom & Joel Snitman
Debby & Stan Solomon
Elaine Sone
Linda Steinhorn
Norman & Simone Stern
Harriet Sternberg
Geraldine & Kenneth Stewart
Arlene & Allan Sylver
Rochelle Thompson
Marilyn Tkatch
Esther Tozman
Nurit & Zeev Tuch
Barbara & Alan Vinegar
Natalie Wallach
Howard Warner
Shirley & Abraham Weinstein
Eleanor Wisenberg
Sheila Wolf
Cynthia & Michael Wyman
Iris & Joseph Zackheim
Marcia & Arthur Zalev
Toby & Gerald Zarnett
Tami Zimmer

Online Learning
Sandi &Paul Mandel
Rona Armel
Marlene Axmith
Barbara Barak
Donna Cohen
Gayle & Brian De Bloeme
Charna Foxman
Lisa & Barry Green
Sarah & Norman Grill
Reene & Marvin Katz
Deborah & Danny Kornhauser
Doreen Manly
Anne & Michael McCleave
Bernice Mlotek
Sheila Ocopnick
Gloria Pinkus
Adele & Marvin Randall
Marsha & Fred Rosen
Annette & Arthur Segal
Sheila & Irvin Sherman
Heather & Aryeh Snitman
Debby & Stan Solomon
Elaine Sone
Helen Stollar
Sorena Swartz
Arlene & Allan Sylver
Marcia & Arthur Zalev

Prayer Book Fund
Felice Lackman & Sheldon Caplin
Sylvia Cooper
Helen Daniels
Ferne Freeman
Leah & Harvey Fruitman
Cheryl & Michael Levick
Cynthia & Michael Wyman

Paul Borenstein Memorial Fund
Gayle & Brian De Bloeme

Philip & Allan Endowment Fund
Ruth Simon

Rabbi Grover’s Discretionary Fund
 Hannah Bellack
 Karen & Lloyd Ament
 Susan Argintaru
 Rona Armel
 Barbara & Emile Aufgang
 Rayna & Alexander Baker
 Hana & Daniel Baratz
 Karen & Stephen Baron
 Muriel & Yosi Behar
 Lisa & David Bereskin
 Marilyn & Lionel Berger
 Linda & Stephen Bernofsky
 Jill & Steven Bernstein
 Jack Bick
 Renee & Alan Birnbaum
 Elaine Blackstien
 Eva Blitz
 Rose & Andrew Braude
 Allan Brender & 
 Freda Gottesman-Brender
 Maya & David Burkes
 Frances Caine
 Fran Cohen
 Marilyn &Robert Cohen
 Lori Sone-Cooper & Daniel Cooper
 Nancy & Joe Dack
 Helen Daniels
 Etty & Yehuda Danzig
 Gayle & Brian De Bloeme
 Doreen Diner
 Rosalie & Moshe Dlin
 Shirlee & Harvey Dolman
 Heddy & Allan Ebedes
 Brenda & Barry Edelstein
 Marsha Feldberg
 Reah Feldman
 Sylvia & Edward Fisch
 Norma Gelade
 Margo & Shalom Gewurtz
 Bertha Gold
 Helen & Marvin Goldberg
 Marcia & Morley Goldberg
 Merle & Stephen Goldman
 Heather & Martin Goose
 Lisa & Barry  Green
 Rochelle & Ronald Greenwood
 Fauna & Allan Grill
 Sarah & Norman Grill
 Daphna & Matthew Grossman
 Shirley Anne & Harvey Haber
 Beverley & Sam Holtzman
 Angela & Joseph Houpt
 Gayle & Jeffrey Jackson
 Raizie Jacobson
 Randy Kalpin
 Deborah & Yoav Kaplun
 Robyn & Michael Kay
 Ronda & Andrew Kerekes
 Miriam & Arthur Kertzman
 Gayle & Stephen Kertzman
 Goldie & Harvey Kestenberg
 Linda & Irving Kirshenblat
 Marsha & Shawn Klerer
 Isabela & Tibor Kovari
 Sarah & Gordon Laiken
 Phoebe Latner
 Millicent & Charles Laxer
 Edda & Ronald Laxer
 Linda & Eric Lerner
 Renee & Jeff Levine
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Ritual Director’s Fund
Ellen & Stephen Buchman
Selwyn Banikin
Trudy & David Broude
Fran Caine
Felice & Sheldon Caplin
Violette & Norman Cohen
Elise & Harry Felcenbuch
Richard Firth
Genweld Welders Services Ltd.
Sarah & Gordon Laiken
Barbara Levitt
Richard Linder
Veronica & Bernardo Omas-as
Miriam Sapiro
Trudy & Claude Sassoon
Ian Schlifer
Risa Sone
Victor Zuck

Yahrzeit Fund
Karen & Lloyd Ament
Sol Armel
Sara & Yair Aronson
Pearl Babins
Barbara Barak
Fran & Sidney Barish
Elaine & Ted Batcher
Renee & Alan Birnbaum
Donna & Michael Black
Carolyn & Michael Bowman
Deanna Cohen
Michelle & Eric Cohen
Marsha Feldberg
Mindy Finkelstein
Joanne Greenspoon
Guigui Haiat
Angela Hancu
Ana & Peter Holland
Sharon & Philip Katz
Beryl & Harvey Kofman
Ruby & Simon Kreindler
Cheryl & Michael Levick
Halina Levitt
Terry & Lorne Lipkus
Rhonda Mackenzie
Louise Maerov
Sherry & Ronald Mandel
Shelley & David Martin
Walder & Lorne Pollock
Karen & Ralph Rabinowicz
Harriet & Edward Rice
Susan & Alan Roadburg
Norman Rosenberg
Gail & Allan Sandler
Miriam Sapiro
Todd Sheriff
Mireille Siegel
Blossom & Joel Snitman
Atida Soifer
Beth & Barry Stern
Helen Stollar
Suzanne & Nathan Tepper
Dorothy Wagner
Laya & Jeff Weissberger
Toby & Gerald Zarnett
Evelyn & Samuel Zeifman

Youth and Young Families Fund
Simone & Norman Stern
Arlene & John Anthony
Hayley & Ian  Braverman
Sasha & David Schaeffer

Breakfast Minyan 
Rona Armel & Family
Orly & Yaron Ashkenazi
Tracey &  Rob Baruch
Jack Bick & Family
Hilary & Daniel Edwards
Natalie & David Kaplan
Richard Linder
Frances & Philip Macarz
Dwora & Itzhak Pilc
Renee & Ori Raubvogel
Sadie Rotstein & Family
Ruthanne & Gary Wasserman


